
Factsheet: Card Suite

Since the payment card has emerged as
a natural currency of the internet world –
Card Suite provides a progressive solution
for E-Commerce: it is easily integrating in
the existing infrastructure, corresponding
with the growing market requirements and
opening new revenue possibilities for
financial organizations.

Moreover, in the response to the payment
card market need for a secure and profitable
online shopping environment, we offer our
customers 3-D – a three domain
authentication solution for a safe and flexible
communication between the parties
involved in a payment transaction, which
is aimed at an economically sound, effective
and secure payment card business tool for
banks and their clients.

Reacting to the latest trends of the
market Tieto introduces an innovative
M-Commerce solution supporting a rich
set of services and functional possibilities.

Our solution gives the customers an
opportunity to:

   Increase competitiveness by offering
its clients to access the financial
services through a convenient, easily
accessible and reliable channel - a
cellular phone

   Ensure convenience to
end-users by providing a continuous
access to the bank accounts and ability
to operate with financial resources,
regardless of time and client location
as long as there is GSM network
coverage.

As a third U-Commerce element Tieto presents
Electronic Bill Presentment and Payments.
This flexible integrated solution is designed for
the bill settlement and presentment and allows
banks to automate and switch in terminal

network the self-servicing of typical cardholder
operations, like:

   Utility bill payments

   Money transfers

   Purchase of prepaid goods and
services, and many more.

By the means of Card Suite Electronic Bill
Presentment and Payments the bank can
significantly expand its portfolio of retail
goods and services and cut down the
operational costs at the same time.

Card Suite U-commerce

Contact us via email cards@tieto.com or visit www.tieto.com/cards

Card Suite is a set of software products, developed by Tieto,
which provides the base for a wide range of payment card issuing,
acquiring, switching and clearing functions, as well as u-commerce
and fraud and dispute management solutions. It is a proven,
reliable solution used by a large number of customers in different
geographies, in developing and mature markets, by the new and
established players that have chosen Tieto for its capability to
deliver innovative solutions with a solid return on investment.

Unifying electronic commerce, mobile commerce and
electronic bill presentment and payments solution,
Card Suite gives its clients a truly universal-commerce:
accessible, reliable and ‘always-on’ channels for the
convenient and tailored service.


